Find out why Chomphet, also known as Diamond Mountain, is one of Luang Prabang's best-kept secrets by setting off on this day trip, which will allow you to explore ancient temples and a traditional pottery village – as well as fly through the tree tops on a zip line!

The best way to explore Chomphet is by bicycle or motorbike. You can put your vehicle on the public car ferry, which shuttles people across the Mekong River on a regular basis throughout the day. To get to your first destination, head up the hill, take the first right and head through Ban Xieng Maen village.

to Hongsa District (105km) and Nan Province, Thailand (165km)

Distance
Starting Point to 1 = 600m
Starting Point to 2 = 1100m
Starting Point to 3 = 1400m
Starting Point to 4 = 1650m
Starting Point to 5 = 2440m
Starting Point to 6 = 3130m
Starting Point to 7 = 3250m
Starting Point to 8 = 3150m
Starting Point to 9 = 15 Km

Boarding point
Time: 6:00h-20:00h
Price: 3000kip/person
5000kip/bicycle
8000kip/motorbike
30.000kip-45.000kip/car
(4 wheels)